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Appendix A 

Theory of wave drift fore es 
based on the potential 
theory 

The wave drift force based on the potential theory is the low frequency com-
ponent of the second order force caused by nonlinear interaction between first 
order phenomena at multiple frequency. In order to exactly evaluate the force 
it is necessary to formulae the second order problem in a sophisticated manner. 

In this section we introduce the regular perturbation technique formulated 
by Ogilvie1>. 

A.1 Coordinate system 

we define two sets of axes: 

Oxyz = Ox1x匹 3: inertial(space fixed) axes; 
O'x'y'z'= O'x~叫叫： body fixed axes. 

The Oxyz axes have their origin in the plane of the undisturbed free surface 
with z axis pointing upwards. The two sets of axes coincide when the body is 
at rest.(see Fig.A.1) 

A.2 Boundary value problem 

We consider hydrodynamic forces acting on the:floating body oscillating in waves 
under the coordinate system shown in Fig.A.I. The theory is based on the 
assumption that the:fluid surrounding the body is inviscid, irrotational, homo-
geneous, and incompressible. The:fluid motions may then be described by a 
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velocity potential from which the velocity field can be derived by taking the 
gradient: 

f＝▽〇 (A.1) 

where~（召， t) is a velocity potential and it satisfies the Laplace equation: 

[L]:• ~=O (A.2) 

If the potential ~ is known, the pressure in a point in the fiuid may be deter-
mined using the Bernoulli equation: 

p（お， y,z,t) （▽~)2
=-~t-~-gz 

p 2 
(A.3) 

where p is the fluid density, g is the gravitational acceleration. If the elevation 
of the free surface is given by ((x, y, t), the following two conditions must be 
satisfied: 

D(zぺ）
Dt 

= 0zー (t-0ふ— %(11 = 0 on z = ((A.4) 

Po 
ァ＝一気ー（匹）2- gz on z = ( (A.5) 

The first shows the kinematic condition of free surface and the second does that 
・the pressure is constant on the free surface. These free surface conditions are 
exact under the assumption that viscosity and surface tension are negligible. 

Eliminating (from the conditions, the free surface conditions can be rewrit-
ten a.s: 

[F): <l>tt + o4>z + 2(~ふt + 0,％＋0z知）＋叱0sェ＋吋％ ＋呼虹
+2(<I>ふ％ ＋ 0，02% ＋ 0池ふz)= 0 on z = ( (A.6) 

Let the body surface, S, be given by an equation of the form: 

S(x, y, z, t) = 0 

and let元bea unit vector normal to the body surface, pointing outward from 
the fluid, thus into the body. A body condition given by: 

[H]: 
80 
•一＝刃• ▽q> = V 
8n ” 

where Vn is the normal component of velocity of the body itself. 

(A.7) 

If a bottom surface is given by z = h(x, y), the bottom condition becomes: 

[B]: 
80 ． 
8n 
= 0 on z = h（エ，y) (A.8) 

In addition, an outgoing wave radiation condition must be satis:fied. 



In general, it is difficult to directly solve the above boundary value prob-
lem in time domain because the free and body surfaces moves with time, and 
the boundary value problem must have already been solved to determine the 
movements of free and body surfaces.・ These problems can usually be solved 
by making a linearization by means: of a perturbation technique, In order to 
carry out a perturbation analysis, we assume that there exists a small parame-
ter that provides a basis for ordering all quantities that arise. We can think of 
this parameter as the maximum wave slope, for example, although its precise 
de:finition does not really matter. We assume further that quantities such as 
and can be expressed as power series in: 

4>(x,y,z,t)～区凸(x,y, z, t) + 0(€N+l) 

く(x,y,t)～こ心(x,y, t) + 0(€N+l) 

(A.9) 

(A.10) 

Substituting these expansions into the free surface conditions, and assuming 
that all quantities that are supposed to be evaluated on z = (can be evaluated 
alternatively by expansions with respect to z = O, then we get the following pairs 
of free surface boundary conditions for the:first and second order problems: 

0(€) ： 

0（召） ： 

切．tt+ gcp1z = 0 on z = 0 

(1=-~,z=O 
g 

(A.11) 

(A.12) 

8 四 t8 
知＋g咋＝ー百⑯ ＋ふ ＋ cpt)＋ーー(mtt十g年）onz = 0 

g 釦

(A.13) 
1 

く2=［一立＿ 5g⑭＋心＋心＋崎1tz
g2 

] lz=O (A.14) 
g 

In addition, we need a bottom condition and a radiation condition for each 
problem. 

A.3 Body surface condition 

Before considering the body surface condition, we shall define the transformation 
of coordinates. 

Let the position of O'with respect to O be denoted by the vector e = 
(6, e2, 6) and let the position vector to a point in space be denoted by 

X=(x,y,z)=（吐X2心）

X'= (x', y1, z') = (xi，吟，叫）

(A.15) 

(A.16) 
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respectively, in the two coordinate systems. The position vectors are related by 
a linear transformation 

x1 = D(X-() 
f=D-1X’+e 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

where D is a matrix presenting the rotation of body and n-1 is its transpose. 
For such matrices, we note that the product D • n-1 is the unit matrix. 

In order to consider the rotations, we may use the concept of Euler angles 
(or an equivalent) to specify th e instantaneous orientation of the body, and the 
resulting expression for D depends on the order in which the three rotations 
are taken. The order is, of course, arbitrary, since any displacement of a rigid 
body can be described as the sum of a translation and a _single rotation about 
some axis. But that axis constantly changing in time, and so we must use a 
systematic method of describing the kinematics of the body. Our choice is to 
take roll, pitch, and yaw, in that order. These are not the Euler angles described 
in a textbook, but they are more useful for our present problem. 

First, neglect the translations and consider only rotations (thus O and O' 
coincide). Define a new coordinate system 0るyzthat is identical to the Oxyz 
system except for a positive rotation e4 about the X axis. Thus X = x. The 

• -:t → 
transformation from X to X is simple: 
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(A.19) 

Then we ma.ke a. second rotation, this time through a.n angle es a.bout the y 
a.xis. 1€t the new a.xes be denoted by 05:i泣

て

X =Bえ

= （co;&：-si;{5){ 

sin& Ocos& 

Finally, the third rotation, through the angle e6 about theゑaxis,brings the < 

axes into coincidence with the 0ェ’y'z'axes:

(A.20) 
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(A.21) 

The complete transformation is obtained by applying these in order, according 
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to the usual rules of matrix multiplication: 

D = (-c::; :：：： 1 :：：55:: 

S5 -S4C5 
、t,＇l
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(A.22) 

where Sn = sin en, Cn = cos e,.., n = 4, 5, 6 and n-1 is equal to the transpose 
matrix of D. 

If e = （もふふ） andi1 = (!4, !s, !6) can be expanded in the following form; 

(=忍1)+ f2尽2)+o（さ）
；； ＝e:f1(1) + e:211(2) + 0(e:3) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

then this becomes: 

D =D<0)い D(1)+&D(2) +0（内

= （i [ ［)+ (;[6 > ~5)
1 翡＋稔ー2⑱ -2砂-½ (。 a ＋稔ー2磁6) ＋ 0(€3)

0,  0 社＋eg 

Thus, from Eq.(A.18) X can be expressed as: 

X = X’+€［き1) + &(1) X X'] + €2 ［が：2) + c1(2) XX’]＋e2HX'+ 0(€3) (A.26) 

(A.25) 

where 
咽＝召[D(2)]ー1

If X'is a fixed point vector, the velocity is 

(A.27) 

....,如l).7(1)..,,-,.,,.,,,-f,2). 7(2) 
荘＝ X.= t[(-, + &¥J.) X X'] + e:2[{-, + &¥.-1) X X'] + t2HX'+ 0(e:3) (A.28) 

where the dot • denotes time derivative. 
Let ii be a unit vector normal to the body, directed into the body. In the 

O'x'y'z'axes, the same vector is denoted by ii'. Since元doesnot depend on 
the translation vector{, from (A.19) to (A.24) it is represented by 

月＝n1+ t[a(l) X刃']+€2[g(2) X ii'］ ＋ €2H刃'+0(e:3) (A.29) 

while a rotational normal vector i~ obtained from vector products of (A.26) and 
(A.29) as: 

X xii= X'xii'+{xii'+ax (X'xii')+{x (i1x ii')+e:2H(X'x刃‘)＋O(e:3)(A.30) 

(471) 
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since the following vector relation holds: 

A X  (B X C) + B X (C X A)＋びx(Ax B) = o 

Next we shall consider a kinematic condition on the body itself. We邸

sume that the body surface can be described in O'x'y'z'axes (the body fixed 
coordinate system) by an equation of the form 

S'(x', y', z') = 0 

or in Oxyz axes (space fixed coordinate system) 

S(x,y,z,t)=O 

(A.31) 

(A.32) 

The hydrodynamic problem forces us to use the Oxyz coordinates, in which the 
unit normal on S = 0 is a function oftime. So we reinterpret (A.31): 

S'(x,y,z) = 0 specified the body surface in its equilibrium position, 
and we use the transformation of coordinates to express ii in terms of 
訊 theunit normal vector to the body surface in its mean position. 

As noted earlier,(A.29) provides this relationship. In order to avoid any possible 
ambiguity, we shall use the following notations: 

.S : exact wetted surface, described with respect to Oxyz axes (S（x, y, z, t) = O); 

S':,exact wetted surface, described with respect to 0'工’y1z・1axes (S'(x',y',z') = 
O); 

Sm : wetted surface of the body in its equilibrium condition (S'(x, y, z) = 0). 

The boundary condition is 

元▽(>=元•荘 onS (A・.33) 

where ii is the velocity of the surface S. Equation (A.28) givesむinterms of 

the vector炉 ofa body point in the. body fixed coordinate system, but we 
reinterpret炉 asthe position vector in the Oxyz axes of tha.t b~dy point.when 
the body is at rest. So, if we replace炉 by.Xin (A.28) and consider X as a 
point on the surface Sm, then (A.28) gives the actual velocity of that point on 
the body, but referred・ to the location of the point on Sm. Similarly, we use 
(A.29) to give the actual normal vector, but referred to the corresponding point 
on Sm. 

In (A.33)▽4> has to be evaluated. We assume that the velocity potential and 
its derivatives can be evaluated on the exact surface through Taylor expansions 
with respect to points on the mean surface: 

▽ib = €▽<{)1+ ＆▽四＋ O(t3) (A.34) 



and 

▽佑＝ ▽'Pi+ [(x -x’)▽］▽呼＋… onSm,  (A.35) 

where (X -炉)isgiven by (A.26). 

Substituting (A.35) into (A.34), and using Eqs.(A.23) and (A.24), Eq.(A.34) 

can be expanded by the quantities of the body surface Sm as: 

▽0 = €▽<pr ＋召｛▽<p『＋［（さl) + 11<1)・ XX’)▽］▽叫E}＋0(＆） （A.36) 

Now, when all of the terms are organized according to powers of e, we have the 
pairs of conditions: 

0(€) 

0(€2) 

fl) _ -..(1) 
: ii’▽年＝が[{-,+ JI..J.J X炉］ onSm (A.37) 

-t(2) 7(2) 
濯’▽心＝刃’[＜ +axX’l+HX’-［（さ1)+ [1(1) XX’)▽］▽呼

+（g(1) X元')[（t1)+5(1)x X’)―▽呼］ （A.38) 

where all quantities on the right hand sides are to be evaluated on Sm. 

Condition (A.37) is familiar from ship motion theory. In (A.38), the left hand 

side and the first term on the right. hand side are identical to (A.37) except that 
the index 1 is replaced by 2. With respect to the. other terms on the right hand 

side, it is observed that the second term accounts for nonlinear effects included 

in the velocity荘， thethird.term corrects for the fact that n'Vcpf in (A.37) is 
figured on the mean position ofthe body instead of on.its instantaneous position, 

and that the last term accounts for the difference in direction between刃and訊

A.4 Force and moment 

The three components of force and three components of moment on the body 

can also be expressed initially as follows: 

凡(t)= f L nipdS (i = 1,..,6) (A.39) 

where S is the exact wetted surface of the body, and ・ p = p（ェ，y,z, t) is the 

fluid pressure on the body surface. The six quantities n;, defined in (A.29) and 

(A.30), must be evaluated instantaneously as functions of time.. 

In order to proceed further analytically, we transform the integral over S into 

an integral over Sm, the wetted surface of the body in its equilibrium position 

in calm water. This requires two kinds of adjustments. 
The first is that since S is displaced and ・rotated with respect to Sm, we 

must express p and n; in terms of their values on Sm. For the latter, we use 

(A.29) and (A.30), the primes now denoting quantities evaluated on.Sm. For 
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p, we邸 sumethat values on S can be obtained in terms of a Taylor expansion 
with respect to Sm, 

P Is= P Is... +(x -x’)▽P) Ism+… (A.40) 

Since p contains a hydrostatic pressure term, -pgz, the first term on the right 
hand side is 0(1) and the second term is 0(€). But the hydrostatic pressure 
h邸 noe:ffect after the second term of the expansion, and so the first unwritten 
term is actually 0(f3). 

The other is that the integration over S is to be c旺riedright up to the 
water surface, z = C, but.the integration over Sm goes up only to z = 0 which 
is equivalent to z = 6 + Yi4 -xis on S (as shown in Fig.A-2). Let△S be the 
part of S between z = 6 + Yi4 -xis and z = (. Then, to second order, 

/jASnipdS = -p/Cm dl [k-（31ー蜘＋戎n]+・・・ dz 

x(n~ ＋・• •){gz + f['Pit + g(e31 + ye41 -xe51)］＋・・・｝

(A.41) 

where Gm is the intersection of Sm and the plane z = O, and in the double 
indices, i.e. ii;, the first, i, denotes the orientation of the axis, and the second, 
j, shows the term in the perturbation expansions. On the right hand side, we 
can now drop the prime on叫， sincethe indicated domain of integration makes 
it clear that ni is being evaluated on the mean position of the body. Two further 
simplifications can be made consistently: 

叫x,y,z)= nヽ (x,y,0)+0(€)

名 (x,y,z,t)＝咋(x,_y,0, t) + 0(€) = -g(1(x, y, t) 

So Eq.(A.41) can be evaluated邸

j LsnipdS=―弓C2f 如［＜1-e31-痴＋x!s1]2 (A.42) 
△S cm 

Now let us consider the force. We have divided S into two parts, i.e. the main 
integral over Sm and the integral given by (A.41). Organizing the results by 
order of magnitude, we obtain 

F = -pgVk 

叫 j 和itdS+oAwp（知＋砂1 —吠51)[｝
Sm 

—み／j ｛疇＋巴予主＋（即＋砂 xX)疇］＋［約 xit]名｝dS
Sm 
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ーが2f dl元［＜f-如（知＋蜘—玉）］
Cm 

→ 
+g€2 Awp{(62 + YJe42 -Xje51) + e61(x1e41 + YJe51)}k + 0(€り（A.43)

where 

k = uni = unit vector in z direction 

刃，X= normal and point vectors in the body-fixed coordinate system 
V = volume of displaced water at equilibrium 

V = f L zdxdy = f Lぉdydz= /fSmydxdz 

Aw p = area of water plane at equilibrium 
町 ＝ positionof longitudinal centre of:flotation 

町 ＝ positionof transverse centre of flotation 

町Awp=Jiむ xdェdy=ii企dy

砂 VP=/jSmydxdy=ii炉dェ

Next we divide the:first and second order potentials into three parts in the 
following forms: 

ァ
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s
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s.s. 
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s.s・ 
(A.44) 

where the indices I, d, and r denotes the incident wave potential, diffraction 
potential, and radiation potential respectively. Furthermore, we decompose 
Eq.(A.43)邸

F=-~腐ー c（月炉＋ f〗ぶ＋ f対i) 一 €2(J悶P+f§}+ 『gi) ＋ 0(€り（A.45)

where the indices, W, HD, and HS denote the wave force, the hydrostatic force, 
and the hydrodynamic force respectively. Then, organizing the results by order 
of magnitude, we get: 

0(1): 
→(0) 
FHs = pgV；； 

0(,): 埒＝ p／jSm鴫＋rpf,)dS

(A.46) 

(A.47) 
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靡 ＝ p／j叩 S
Sm 

粉1= pgAwp（知＋YJe41→必1)k

0ば）：埒＝一勺嶼1- （知＋釦— X知）］2
2 Cm 

+pff ｛髯＋り:t+ I▽吋il2一 ＋ （ 別 ＋ ;;_(1)

Sm 2 

+g(1) x F(1) ＋pgAwp知（町釦＋訳51)[

瑞＝P／j琴 dS
Sm 

f認 ＝pgAwp（知＋YJe42一町如）[

where in order to lead (A.50) the following relation is used. 

(A.48) 

(A.49) 

→ 
XX)▽名］｝dS

(A.50) 

(A.51) 

(A.52) 

I Lm (a'(l) X月）叫S-giCmdl元[(f-％（知＋釦— X知）］

= <J(l) X p(l) -i fc_ dl郡—（知＋痴— X知）］2 (A.53) 
Cm 

where 
p(l) = F閑）＋fSL+iSi (A.54) 

From (A.50) it is found that the second order force, i.e. Fi炉， consistsof the 
following:five terms: 

(1) The:first term is the component caused by fluid pressure between mean and 
instantaneous wave surfaces 

→(2) - pg 
凡＝ーサ雌[(1-（知＋蜘— x知）］2 (A.55) 

Cm 
(2) The second term comes from the quadratic pressure term in the Bernoulli 

equation. 

が＝§／j年引▽年12dS (A.56) 

(3) The third arises from the variation of the acting point of fluid pressure. 



野＝pff刃｛砂＋g（1)x X)疇｝dS (A.57) 
Sm 

(4) The fourth comes from the variation of direction of:first order wave force 
with respect to rotation of a body. 

ff!2) = {1(1) X p(l) (A.58) 

(5) The last term is the co1:1ponent due to second order potentials 

野＝ pfl 疇＋ cp~t)dS
S.,. 

(A.59) 
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Appendix B 

Estimation of Cross 
Bispectrum 

FFT, BT and MEM method have been used邸 theestimation of auto and cross 
spectra. But the general estimation of bispectra h邸 notbeen developed so far. 
In this section, we shall introduce the Dalzell's method2) as one example of the 
estimations of cross bispectrum. 

Since the sample(one record obtained by experiments) is necessarily finite, it 
is possible only to estimate cross bispectral averages rather than actual densities: 

知心）＝ff H(n叫）C⑬＋低釦＋出）d叫出 (B.1) 

where the average H(f23，出） isweighted by the kernel function, which is called 
"cross. bispectral window". The window by analogy with scalar spectrum analysis 
must t吐ea peak at a bi-frequency (0.0, 0.0), fall o:ffrapidly elsewhere, and 
remain near zero away from the・ peak. As for a usual scalar spectrum analysis, 
a too-broad window makes the estimates bad and a too-narrow window with 
respect to sample length increases the variance of the estimate. It is clear that 
since the window is for averaging over frequency, its integral should be・ unity; 

JJH（い）血叫＝1 (B.2) 

Because the data is sequentially sampled at time interval△t, bi-frequencies 
outside the principal range: 

＿六く fl1く六
ー缶＜ fl2<缶

are aliased with. those inside. It is assumed that the data is sampled at a 
sufficiently short time interval so that the cross bispectrum is negligible outside 



the principal range. According to Dalzell's work2), the time interval should 

be about half the interval for a scalar spectrum analysis. Because the data is 
sampled sequentially, a lag window of the form: 

h（口）＝平苓心(r1-j△t)6(T2 -k△t) (B.3) 

is chosen, where the a; and b1c. are real, and 6(t) is the Dirac's delta function. 
Then the cross bispectrum estimate is given by: 

”t” 
¢⑬,02)＝ここ心x(-j△t,-k△t)a;bkexp{i△t（郎＋k印｝（B.4)

i=-mk=―” 

This estimator involves the third order correlation function. Setting time, that 
is, t = n△t, the correlation function can be expressed by the form readily 
available with the sequentially sarn.pled data as: 

h””x(-j△t,-K△t) = E[ij(n△t+j△t)ij(n△t-j△t){X(n△t+k△t)-X}] (B.5) 

The expected value is conventionally estimated by a summation over the avail-
able sample divided by the sample length and this interpretation is followed so 
that 

恥 k) ＝声戸（n+ i)'Tl'(n -j)X'(n + k) 

”~ 
三 il,.,,.,x(-j△t,-k△t) 

where: 

N'= number of products summed 

'(n) 'f/1 (n) = wave elevation time series corrected to zero sample mean 

n) = nonlinear response time series corrected to zero sample mean X'(n) = nonli 

(B.6) 

Next, the main problem is to construct the cross bispectral window H（馬出）．
Considering m and n as maximum lags, Eq.(B.4) becomes: 

”し”
畑 1心）＝ここ v

. 11.. l 
R(j, k)a;bk exp{i?t"(j—+ K与 (B.7)

m n 
j=-mk=―” 

where9l=．丑迂02＝品・
In choosing the cross bispectral window, it w邸 assumedthat the natural 

choice would be a two-dimensional analogy with the spectral windows to be 
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used in the estimation of the wave spectrum. The continuous lag window cor-
responding to the scalar spectrum window is of the form: 

9T  
A(r) = q[e1 + e2 cos(~ 

m△t 

where e1皿 de2紅 ecoefficients of window function. 

）］ (B.8) 

Since optimum window function for cross bispectrum estimate has not been 
known・ yet, we determined the coefficients邸釘＝ 0.54皿 de2 = 0.46. These 
coefficients are equal to ones of the Hamming type window function. In Eq.(B.3) 
the lag window is a product, one f邸 torfore邸 hlag v紅 iable.The factors may 
be different. This would ・result in spectral windows differently shaped in the 
sum and difference frequencies, a.s well邸 havingdifferent b皿 dwidths. There 
appeared no justification for a difference in normalized shape of the window. It 
w四邸sumedthat a discrete version of the scalar spectrum lag window would 
be appropriate for each of the factors, so that in Eq.(B.3) let: 

叫r)= q;[e1 + e2 cos（岳）］
(B.9) 

b1c(r)=qふ＋e2cos(千）］

where q; and QA: are constants independent j and k and they are determined by 
normalization condition, that is，恥（B.2).Since the cross bispectral window 
H(03，出） andthe lag window are a transform pair and thus: 

”̀ H(!l叫）＝竿勺E(e1 + e2 cos(~ (2-x-)3 
~ (e1 + e2 cos(-=-)) cos（△t郎）］

m 
9=―”己

” 
x［区（

-x-k 
e1 + e2COS(~))cos（△tk出）］ （B.10) 

n 
k=―” 

This result shows that the cross bispectral window is real and symmetric 
in j and k, and is continuous in 111 and 112. The window also has a period of 
0=五△t. 

Unknown constants q; and q1c can be determined from normalization condi-
tion, Eq.(B~2) as: 

△t 
叩 k=｛ 

(e1 + e2) 
}2 (B.11) 

Then the estimate of the cross bispectral averages becomes: 

¢⑬,112) 
△t ”し”

＝ ｛ 
21r(e1 + e2) 

}2区区（釘十e2cos(~))(e1 + e2 cos（竺））
j=-mk=-n 

厨 l2k1
x exp{i1r（百＋下ー）｝万苓r,'(n+ j)r,'(n -j)X'(n + k) (B.12) 



Multiplying • n1• • !12 in the above equation and summing over all values of 11 
and 12, the integration of the cross bispectrum approaches the following form: 

1 1 1 
△0心船I:6（糾％）＝ 411"項（0,0)[1+ —+—+--+ 0(---

1 bi C(n1, ~) = 411";! R(o, 0)[1 + ~ + i; + ~ + o(~)] 

(B.13) 

Thus the estimate of the cross bispectrum has a error. But the error is small 
compared with the true value and is negligible for practical values of m and n. 
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Appendix C 

Viscous drift force acting 
on a vertical circular 
cylinder with small 
diameter 

The forces on a small vertical cylinder due to waves is represented by the Morison 
equation. For a unit length of the submerged portion of the cylinder, the force 
is given by: 

fz = 
Cmp?rD2 

4 
u+ 

pDCd 

2 
ulul (C.1) 

where u is a horizontal component of wave particle velocities, D is a diameter 
of the cylinder, and Gm and Gd are inertia and drag coefficients. 

If current is not included and・ the linear wave theory can be applied, a sur-
face elevation ((t) and the horizontal component of wave particle velocities are 
represented in the following form: 

く(t)
Hw 

＝一coswt 
2 

(C.2) 

u(t) ＝午exp（心）coswt (C.3) 

where Hw is a wave height, "'is a wave number, and w is a circular wave 
frequency. 

Substituting the equations (C.2) and (C.3) into (C.1), the horizontal force 
acting on the vertical cylinder can be expressed as: 

Fs = [, fsdz 
-h 



＝ ［一
、 Cm1rp炉 Hw/'i,g. cdpDHとw2

8 
sin wt+ 

8 
cos wtl cos wtl] 

x{ 
exp(/'i,() -exp(-/'i,h) 

/'i, ｝ （C.4) 

Thus if it is邸 sumedthat/'i,＜< 1, Fz can be divided into the following two 
parts(FP) and FP)): 

Fi (1) ＝ ［一
Cm1rpD噴占 知 DH詞

8 
sin wt+ 

8 
cos wtl cos wtl] 

x{ 
1 -exp(-/'i,h) 

} (C.5) 
K; 

Fi (2) ＝ ［一
Cm1rpD噴 ”/'i,g. cdpDHとw2

8 
sin wt+ 

8 
cos wtl cos wtl]C (C.6) 

F(1) 

where ~ is the force per section area integrated over -h to 0.0 with respect to 
(2) z. It expresses a first order force when/'i,(= 0(e:). And F1~'indicates a higher 

order force and it does not depend on the draft. In ~ェ， the most import叫
term for the drift force is FJ2), which c皿 alsobe represented by the alternative 
form like: 

Fj2) = !~ lz=O x( (C.7) 

Namely this is the product of the wave elevation (and the horizontal force per 
unit length at the still water surface, that is, it is the wave force integrated over 
the range from the still water surface to the instantaneous wave surface when 
the horizontal wave particle velocity is distributed as shown by Fig.(C-1). Thus 
the force expressed by恥．（C.7) is called a "free surface force". 

Since the linear wave theory is applicable only for infinite~imal wave am.pli-
tudes and it is valid up to the still water level, extension of expression for the 
water particle kinematics up to the free surface of a finite amplitude wave is 
questionable. Therefore in order to exactly discuss, it is necessary to use the 
finite wave am.plitude theory. But since our interest is to study fund四 nental
characteristics of a viscous drift force, we dare to use the linear wave theory. 

By using the Hilbert transform, an out-of-phase component of the surface 
elevation (can be expressed by: 

1 •OO((T) 
n(t) ＝ --f — dT 

7r -OO(t -T) 
(C.8) 

Then the horizontal velocity component u0 on z = 0 is given by the derivative 
of rJ邸 follows:

勁＝り(t)＝： J-OOOO (tくり戸 (C.9) 

And similarly the horizontal acceleration becomes: 

do=り(t)＝ -: J-OOOO (tくり戸 (C.10) 
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From the characteristics of the Hilbert transform, it is easily found that uo is in 
phase with (, and u。outof phase with it. 

It is well known that Cd and Gm in the Morison equation are the functions 
of the Keulegan-Carpenter number and the Reynolds number. In addition, we 
may assume that these hydrodynamic force coefficients can also be represented 
by a function of wave frequency. 

砂＝［の(r)uo(t-r)dr + J.ぬ(r)uo(t:...r)luo(t -r)ldr (C.11) 

is system representation for Eq.(C.7), F~ (2) Similarly applying thi 

か（t）＝1の（哨o(t-r)((t -r)dr 

has: 

+1釦 (r)uo(t-r)luo(t -r)l((t -T)む (C.12)

Now, by using the equivalent linearization technique, uoluol can be approxi-
mated in the following forms: 

i) in the case that (is a regular wave process, 

4?r.凡 w
uoluol = auo = 

3 
uo 

ii). in the case that (is a Gaussian random process, 

叫 ol=<mo=/f;び髯ouo
7 

where u..。isthe standard deviation of uo. 

(C.13) 

(C.14) 

Since a is a function of wave frequency,・ it can be included in the system 
function h2. Thus Eq.(C.12) can be rewritten as: 

が（t)＝／01(r)加(t-r)C(t -r)dr + 崎）uo(t-r)C(t -r)dr (C.15) IT 
From th_e relationship betwe_en u0 and (, the second term on :rig}ti hand side 
of the above equation includes a slowly varying drift force buかthefirst term 
does not. Hereafter we shall consider only the second term in Eq.(C.15). From 
Eq.(C.9),then, the second term can be represented in the following form: 

埒 (t)＝LII加(n)
~ lr1 lr~ 伍ー巧）

2(（t -町）（（t-乃）dr1d乃 (C.16)

If we define the new function D2 by 

1 r h2(-r1) , h吠乃）
釦 (T1心） ＝一［ ＋ ］ 

21r（乃十町）2 臼＋-r1)2
(C.17) 



FJ~) indicates the second term in Volterra functional series, that is, g2 is equiv-
alent to the quadratic impulse response function. Using the Fourier transform 
of generalized function 3) as 

JOO X―me―i疇＝一~sgn(y),-OO (m -1)！ 
(C.18) 

the Fourier transform・ of恥．（C.17)becomes: 

1 
G2(w1, w2) = illw2l,Q(w1 -w2) + lw1IQ(w1 -w2)) (C.19) 

where Q is the Fourier transform i:>f h;. 
Finally, the quadratic transfer function of slowly varying drift force due to 

viscous effect can・ be r~presented by: 

1 
G2(w1, -wt)＝ー[lw2IQ(w1+w2) + lw1IQ(w1 + w2)) ・ (C.20) 

4 

If the drag coefficients Cd does not dep~nd on the wave frequency and the ~aves 
are the combined regular waves with ・. two frequencies, the quadratic transfer 

function G2 is proportional to the square of mean frequency of two wave compo-
nents. And if the wave system consists of a single-:freq~ency wave, G2 becomes: 

HW¥2 か
伍 (w,-w)（―-） ＝ --w 2 

2 12 
Cdp1rDw (C.21) 

This result agree with the result obtained by Standing and the others4>, that is, 

the viscous steady drift force is proportional to the wave amplitude to the third 
power. 
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Appendix D 

On the effect of exciting 
short period disturbances 
on the・ free and forced 
oscillations for the system 
with nonlinear damping 

Free oscillation tests have been used for measuring the dam.ping coefficient of a 
ship or a floating o:ffshore structure. Especially, since moored o:ffshore structures 
have a long natural period in surge motion in general and the damping force 
is very small at this period, the experiment_ is one of the best ways to get the 
dam.ping force. 

This appendix shows the analytical results on the infi uence of exciting high 
frequency disturbances on free and forced oscillations for the system, the damp-
ing force of which is assumed proportional to the square of velocity, and it 
concludes that the damping force coefficients increase by the exciting high fre-
quency disturbances. 

D.1 Free oscillation in regular high frequency 
exciting disturbance 

The free oscillation equation including exciting disturbance E(t) is described in 
the following equation: 

Mえ＋NXIXI+ KX  = E(t) (D.1) 



where Mis the total mass coefficient, N is the damping force coefficient, K the 
spring constant, and the dots represent the derivatives with respect to time. 

Considering図 (D.1)in the time when X becomes a negative value, replac-
ing Eby (3M cos(net) and dividing the both side of Eq.(D.1) by M,恥（D.1)
becomes as follows: 

え— a炉＋ n2X=(3cos（い） (D.2) 

where a= J，炉＝ i,and n and ne are unequal. 
If a is small, the solution of Eq.(D.2) and炉 canbe expanded by a. Namely, 

X and炉 areexpressed in the following form: 

X = Xo + aふ＋＆ふ＋…

(D.3)ぃ

n2 = n~ + anr + a2n~ ＋・・・

Substituting Eq.(D.3) into Eq.(D.2) and ordering Eq.(D.2) in term a. 

0(1): ふ＋ n~X。 ={3cos(net) (D.4) 

O(a): ふ＋ n訊＝ XJ-n~X。 (D.5)
0（＆）：ふ＋ n訊＝一n~X1 -n~X。 +2xふ (D.6)

If the initial conditions of Eq.(D.2) are X = 0 and X = a, the initial conditions 
corresponding to Eq.(D.4), (D.5), and (D.6) are as follows: 

X。=a,X。=0 

ふ＝ 0,ふ＝ 0

X2 = O,X2 = 0 

(D.7) 

Accordingly, if the resonance phenomena do not.occur・ and the ratio between 
the natural frequency no and the frequency of exciting disturbance ne is large 
enough, the period of one cycle and the decaying ratio of amplitude an are 
obtained approximately by: 

an+l..,,4a, 2伊--＝ 1 + a(—＋ー）
a”33ak2  

(D.8) 

where /J =各 andk＝ビ・ FromEq.(D.8) it is found that the exciting distur-
% 

bance exerts an influence on the decaying ratio of amplitude.and the period of 
one cycle. Thus, in the case of measuring the damping coefficient from the result 
of free oscillation test, we must use the amplitude which satisfies the following 
relation: 

a”> 
B 

J"i,n1 ne 
(D.9) 
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Let us confirm the above result by the numerical calculation. As a free oscillation 
equation, we consider the following equation: 

え＋XIXI+ 9X = f3 sin(30t) (D.10) 

The numerical results calculated for both{3 ＝0 and{3 ＝10 by use of Runge-
Kutta-Gill method when the initial conditions are X = 0 and X = 1 are shown 
in Fig.D.1. From this figure it is found that the decay of amplitude in exciting 
disturbance is larger than that in still water. Furthermore it is confirmed that 
the effect of exciting disturbance occurs within 

a露::;;0.08 (D.11) 

calculated by Eq.(D.9). 

D.2 Forced oscillation in exciting disturbance 

When the regular and irregular exciting disturbances are added into the oscilla-
tion system with nonlinear damping force, the di:fferential equation of oscillation 
can be expressed in the following form: 

Mえ＋J(X)+KX＝瓦（t)＋比(t) (D.12) 

where M, N and Kare the same coefficients in the previous section, J (X) is the 
nonlinear damping force and E1 and Ei are the regular and irregular exciting 
disturbances, respectively. 

If the nonlinearity of Eq.(D.12) is not so strong, it is considered that the 
response of Eq.(D.12) can be represented in sum of the linear responses due to 
E1 and E2. Namely, if z1 and z2 are the linear velocity responses due to El 
and E2 respectively, the nonlinear velocity response may be expressed in the 
following ・representation: 

f(z1 +吟） ～K1Z1 + K匹 2

So, we consider the following functional 

J = E[(NJ(z1五）一 K,1Z1-'K,匹）21

(D.13) 

(D.14) 

and determine/'i,1 and心 suchthat minimize J, that is, we shall apply the so-
called equivalent linea.rization method~ Then the Equivalent Linearized Damp-
ing (E.L.D.) coefficients K.1 and K.2 a.re given as follows: 

E[z1f(z1＋吟）］
/'i,1 = 

E[zf] 
1 OO OO ＝可[」-OO叫 (z1＋硲）Plい）P2(z2)dz,d吟 (D.15)



E[z2f (z1 + z2)] 
心＝

E[z3] ＇ 

1「1_:z2f(z1 + z2)P1(zt)p2(z2)dz: ＝方道（Z1+吟）P1(z1.)p2(z2)dz1dz2 (D.16) 
(J'2-OO -OO 

where E[•] denotes the expectation,. p、(i= 1, 2). are the probability density 
functions of z,(i = 1, 2) and(J't(i = 1, 2) are the mean square of z,(i = 1, 2). 
By use of the characteristic function </>, for z、andth,e Fourier transform F for 
f (z,), Eqs.(D.15) and (D.16) can be rewritten in the form: 

町＝ーニJOOF(iw)¢K生 dw (j, k = 1, 2, j ¢ k) (D.17) 
271"(J'2 

J J-00  
dw 

where 

釘(W)=/OOexp（五）P;(z;)dz for j = 1, 2 
-oo 

F(9.w)＝／OO exp(丑iwx)J（砂）dと
9-OO 

½~t ~-snow apply for the_ osdllation:sys~em with nonlinear damping force J (X) = 
Z1 is Asin(wt) and¥z:;?is the,zero-rnean stationary Gaussian process, Xばl9.If • ()‘  

the E.L.D. c・oefficients /'i,1 and心 aregiven by: 

8 °°Jl(Aw) (J'3w2 
/'i,1＝コ／ exp(-―)dw (D.18) 。 w3 2 

4 °°Jo(Aw) 2 2 四 W
/'i,2= -—exp(-~)dw (D.19) 

'， T l研 2

where Jo and J1 are the Bessel functions of the fist kind. 
Considering the following relation 

J。OOみ(at)exp(-b平）t"'-1dt = 
r（告一告＋ 1） a2 

2b町 (ll十1)
exp(-7z"? 

4b2 ） 

2 a ll μ a 
x(-）J11凡(---+ 1; ll十 1;7i?")(D.20) 

2b 2 2'4b2  

Eqs.(D.18) and (D.19) can be expressed in the form: 

fi,liexp(—羞）1凡（2.5; 2；王
2 叫

心＝喜び2exp（一ど訊（1.5;1；竺）
T 203 2吋

(D.21) 

(D.22) 
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where r is the Gamma function and 1凡 isthe confluent hypergeometric function5>. 
From Eqs.(D.21) and (D.22) it is found that the E.L.D. coefficients change with 
the energy ratio between z1 and z2. 

When a>,y, the asymptotic expansion of 1凡(a;,y;z) for the large value of 
lzl is as follows: 

1凡(a;7;z)

Accordingly, when ~ > l, 

r(,.,) ~— exp(z)z a-7 

r(a) 

8A 
kl ~-

3?r 
4A 

ん2~-”. 
The result of恥 (D.24)is identical with that of only E1・

When奇<1, 

(D.23) 

(D.24) 

(D.25) 

kl＝心～凸 (D.26)7.  

This result coincides with the result for pure Gaussian input E2. Figures D.2 
and D.3 show the calculated results of K-1 and K-2. From these:figures it is 
found that the interaction effect due to two exciting disturbances on the E.L.D. 
coefficients is large. The energy dissipation consumed by nonlinear damping 
can be expressed as follows: 

万

When奇>1, 

A2 
= K.1ー 2 

2 
＋如2

＝ド吟exp（一王)1凡(2.5;1；王;o-~ exp(-~)iF1 (2.5; 1; ~) 

万
4 ~ -A3 
31r 

(D.27) 

(D.28) 

In this case, the energy dissipation consumed by nonline四 dampingis identic叫
with that due to the sinusoidal exciting disturbance. When 6 < 1, 

万～孔吟 (D.29) 

This result coincides with the energy dissipation due to random exciting dis-
turbance. The calculated result of Eq.(D.27) is shown in Fig.D.4. From this 
:figure it is found that the energy dissipation due to two exciting disturbances 
is larger than that due to pure regular exciting disturbance, further than the 
sum of the energy dissipations due to regular and irregular exciting disturbances 
respectively. 



Appendix E 

Instantaneous p.d.f. of 
total second order response 
based on the Kac & Siegert 
theory 

We shall consider a second order functional series as: 

X(t) =／紐）((t-r)d→ f f的（→)((t-咄 (t-r2)dr1d乃
r1 Jr2 

(E.1) 
三 X(1)＋X(2) (E.2) 

Now considering ((t) as transformed "white noise" process, and denoting by 
q(t) the. appropriate impulse response function of the linear filter giving ((t) 
from white :t1,oise process W(t), it follows that 

00 

く(t)= L: q(r)W(t -r)dr 
-oo 

(E.3) 

where q(r) is a weighting function and W(t) is a unit white noise which satisfies: 

E[W(t)W(t -r)] = 6(r) (E.4) 

Substituting ((t) as given by Eq.(E.3) into Eq.(E.1), we get the following rela-
tions: . 00 

砂（t)＝／駈）W(t-r)む

゜
(E.5) 
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where 

駈）＝ J.0001 (s)q(r -s)ds 

゜
(E.6) 

and 
00 00 

x(2)(t) ＝ff州→）W(t-r1)W(t -r2)dr1dr2 (E.7) 
0 JO 

where 

如 ,r2)＝「JOOぬ(U,o)q(Tl-u)q（乃ー v)d叫 (E.8) 
0 JO 

Since q, o1, and o2 should be filter functions with physical causality, they must 
vanish at infinity;, and for practical purpose t,hey may be considered zero outside 
a bounded region/ Thus we sitall considet t, which'is sufficiently large, as the 
integral upper limit of the above equations. 

Now, we shall c~nsider the following integral equation : 

JT K2（→）A(11)dy = U(x) (E.9) 

゜Then this integral equation becomes the Fredholm type integral equation. Since 
k2(x,y) is symmetric kernels, it can be shown from the Fredholm type integral 
equation theory6> that 

1) the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions exist, 

2) the eigenfunctions are mu tu ally orthonormal, 

3) the eigenvalues are all real, 

4) the Mercer's theorem can be applied to express the positive semi -definite 
kernel as 

00 
柘（→)＝こ如如）ふ(y)

i=1 

Substituting the above relation into the Eq.(E.7), we h~ve: 

OO OO 
砂 (t)＝r:>-,[/.ふ(T)W(t-T)dT]2 

If the stochastic process W.(t), i = 1, 2,..., are defined as 

T 

W,(t) = !..,_ W(t -T)ふ(r)dr

゜Eq.(E.11) becomes 
00 

x(2)（t)＝区ふWl(t)
i=l 

(E.10) 

(E.11) 

(E.12) 

(E.13) 



Furthermore from the relation (E.3) and the orthonormality of Ai-, it can be 
seen that 

E[Wヽ(t)W;(t)]= o ・. for if. j (E.14) 

This means that Wi(t) and W;(t) are uncorrelated random variables and there-
fore independent, since they are Gaussian, and that E[Wl(t)] = 1, {w;サisthe 
family of the standard Gaussian random variables. 

Similarly we expand the kernel k1 in terms of the eigenfunctions｛ふ｝ as

00 

k1(r)＝区叫(r)
i=l 

(E.15) 

where 
T 

Ci=／駈）ふ(r)dr

゜
(E.16) 

Then substituting Eq.(E.15) into Eq.(E.5) we have: 

00 

X(1>(t)＝区Ci訊 (t)
i=l 

(E~17) 

This leads to the following decomposition of the total second order response 
process: 

00 

X(t)＝L(c況（t)＋ふWl(t))
i=l 

(E.18) 

The instantaneous p.d.f. can be obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of 
its characteristic function. The characteristic function is defined by 

00 

叙(~)= E[exp(iOX)] = IT E[exp{iO(c;閉＋入iwf)｝］ （E.19) 
j=l 

Since W; have the p.d.f邸

1 丑
Pwj(x) =—— exp(-~ 

ぷ 2
） (E.20) 

by using the following identity: 

!-OOOOexp（如ー、号）d←＝侭exp（玉） for a> 0 (E.21) 

the characteristic function can be rewritten as 

°° c2炉
叙 (O)＝II 1'. 

J. ＝ 1』戸
'exp[- ＇］ 

2(1 -2ag) 
(E.22) 
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By the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function the instantaneous 
p.d.f. becomes: 

1 
px（ェ）＝石／00¢x(O)exp（一面）d0

-oo 

(E.23) 

Next we shall consider the integral equation (E.9). It can be simplified by 
defining 

加(t)= LT q(u -t)ふ(u)du,

゜
O < t < T (E.24) 

Then the integral equation (E.9) can be rewritten as 

ITら(t,u)如(U)du＝屈（t)

゜
(E.25) 

where 
T 

柘(t,u)=1J. R,(t-r)g2(r,u)dr 

゜
(E.26) 

The new set of eigenfunctions｛炒サ willsatisfy the following normalization re-
lation 

「J二伝，乃）如）も(r2)dr1伍＝ふ妬 (E.27) 
0 JO 

where妬 isthe Kronecker delta and the param.eters c; are determined by 

c; = J.T釦 (r)如(r)dr

゜
(E.28) 

If the time domain kernel 02（町．9乃） isknown, the integral equation may be 
solved to obtain eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. However, it seems. to be more 
common to obtain these values and functions in frequency domain than to do 
in time domain. For this・ purpose we define the Fourier transform of炒i(t)邸

飢(W)＝土J-0000ゆ;(t)exp(-iwt)dt 

Then we obtain the frequency domain integral equation as follows: 

J00知）G2(w,-v)飢(v)dv＝心（W）
-oo 

w~ere S<(w) is the two-side wave spectrum. 
Equation (E.30) may be rewritten as 

J00 k(W,v)叱(v)dv＝入ふ(W)
-oo 

(E.29) 

(E.30) 

(E.31) 



where the kernel K (w, v) is defined by 

K(w,v)＝長て属詞G2(w,-v) (E.32) 

and the eigenfunctions叱(w)by 

叱(w)＝戸飢(w) (E.33) 

Since G2 is symmetric, it follows that K(w, v) = K(v, w), that is, l{(w, v) is the 
Hermitian. Since the eigenfunctions Ai are all real,重i(-w)＝町(w)and the 
normalization condition is 

/00知）町(w)dw= 6ij 
-OO 

(E.34) 

Equation (E.28) for Ci becomes 

00 
Ci = /-00伍 (w)叫町(w)dw (E.35) 
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